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Abstract
This paper studies the impact on consumption of the exogenous changes in public wages in
Portugal arising in the context of the economic and financial assistance program (2011-2014),
by exploiting the variability in the size of such changes across municipalities. The initial wage
cuts triggered a marked reduction of private consumption, while the reinstatements in the
later years gave rise to an increase, albeit of a smaller magnitude. The consumption response
was larger for employees with relatively lower wages. Households smoothed the impact on
consumption of negative income shocks by drawing down their deposits. Consumer credit did
not play such a role, as households deleveraged as a response to those negative shocks.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the transmission of income shocks to consumption decisions is
critical to anchor the modelling of households’ decisions and to assess the impact of
public policies. Uncovering reliable estimates of the marginal propensity to consume
(MPC) out of income shocks has been the subject of an extensive literature
for several decades (see Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010, 2017) for comprehensive
reviews). These studies have found that the MPC depends on the size, sign and
persistence of income shocks, on households’ characteristics and on the degree of
credit market frictions. Such work comprises, among others, Gross and Souleles
(2002), Souleles et al. (2006), Agarwal et al. (2007), Parker et al. (2013), Mian
et al. (2013), Misra and Surico (2014), Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014), Agarwal
and Qian (2014), Sahm et al. (2015), Bunn et al. (2018), Dupor et al. (2018)
and Christelis et al. (2019). Despite the richness of the literature, a convincing
identification of the response of consumption to income shocks is still work in
progress. In particular, isolating truly exogenous income shocks has proven a
daunting task.
We contribute to this work by analysing a quasi-experimental framework arising
in Portugal in the context of the sovereign debt crisis. In this period, there were
very sizeable public wage changes (cuts and reinstatements) decided at a national
level. These had a heterogeneous profile across municipalities, given the progressive
nature of these wage changes, and the differences in the size of the public sector
and in the characteristics of civil servants at such regional level. In this context, we
are able to uncover the household consumption response to income shocks, taking
advantage of a rich dataset by municipality comprising full card withdrawals and
payments, which approximate private consumption1 , as well as household financial
data.
The use of regional data to estimate MPCs and identify potential layers of
heterogeneity adds to a rapidly growing literature employing regional settings
to address macroeconomic issues (Chodorow-Reich 2019). Three features add
particular interest to our contribution. Firstly, we are able to track the full cycle
of public wage cuts and subsequent reinstatements over about half a decade.
Indeed, at the beginning of the sovereign debt crisis, around 2011-2012, there were
very strong and largely unanticipated cuts to public wages. These were afterwards
unwound, but the reversal was gradual and on occasion there were temporary
setbacks, with public wages rising and falling within the same year. This process
was only completed by 2016-17. We can therefore disentangle the effects of positive
and negative shocks under a common setting.
Secondly, we are in a position to assess heterogeneity of the MPC on the basis
of the characteristics of agents, because we compute the shocks from microdata,

1. Card transactions approximate well consumption of non-durables and durables excluding cars
(cars make up about half of purchases of durables). This is the actual aggregate we are studying
throughout the paper, but for simplicity we refer to private consumption without this qualification.
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at the worker level. While this is standard in the literature assessing MPCs on the
basis of households’ replies to survey questions, it is less common in the quasiexperimental literature based on regional shocks. Thirdly, we combine datasets
with monthly data for both consumption and household deposits and consumer
credit at the municipality level, making it possible to study also the response of
these financial variables to income shocks. This allows us to shed some light on
the financial channels mediating the transmission of income shocks to consumption
decisions, which are typically postulated but rarely inferred from the data in the
literature.
Our key findings are as follows. First, the MPC is highly dependent on the nature
and characteristics of the income shock. There was a strong consumption response
to the large and negative public wage shocks at the beginning of the sovereign
debt crisis in the first years of our sample. These shocks were arguably unexpected
and perceived at the time as very persistent. Afterwards, following in particular
a Constitutional Court decision partly overturning some of the initial wage cuts,
expectations that all cuts would eventually be reverted became prevalent. From
2013 onwards, we estimate smaller and less persistent impacts following positive
income shocks vis-a-vis those of negative shocks in the initial years, which may
be explained by anticipation of shocks. In turn, the negative shocks that occurred
during this later period are estimated to have had no impact on consumption, in
line with agents’ having largely perceived them as transitory.
We also find heterogeneity in the MPC both as a function of income and age.
As regards income, in general, the response of consumption is larger the lower
the wages of those experiencing the shock. This is particularly clear following the
large negative income shocks at the beginning of the sample. As regards age, the
estimates suggest a decreasing pattern of MPCs as households get older.
Finally, the financial counterpart to the consumption decisions has to be
interpreted on the backdrop of the financial constraints prevailing in the context
of the financial and sovereign debt crises. This implied that the response of
consumption was mediated to a large extent by changes in deposits and not through
the recourse to the credit market. In fact, for 2011-2012 we estimate a significant
fall in deposits as a response to negative income shocks, in line with some degree
of smoothing of consumption. Looking at heterogeneity, such an effect was less
pronounced among the higher-income workers, which is a surprising result to a
certain extent. In turn, consumer credit responded negatively, probably relating to
the deterioration in households’ net worth in the wake of negative income shocks,
implying more binding credit constraints. The estimates for the second part of
the sample are not so clear-cut. Nevertheless, in the case of the negative shocks,
which were transitory, there is evidence of a decline in deposits, again in line with
the smoothing of consumption by households. As regards credit market decisions,
we estimate a fall in consumer credit after positive wage shocks, indicating that
households decided to deleverage more.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
sequence of cuts and reinstatements of public sector wages in Portugal and
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discusses their nature. Section 3 deals with the wage data and the computation
of the shocks, also presenting an overview of the heterogeneity of shocks across
municipalities. Section 4 presents the corresponding data on consumption, deposits
and consumer credit. Section 5 outlines the econometric methodology. Section 6
reports the estimated aggregate MPC over the period under analysis and Section
7 describes the heterogeneity of MPCs by income and age of the workers affected
by the shocks. Section 8 focuses on the households’ financial response to income
shocks. Concluding remarks are made in Section 9.

2. Cuts and reinstatements of public wages in Portugal over the period
2011-2016
The shocks analysed in this paper are based on the sequence of cuts and
reinstatements of public wages implemented around the Portuguese Economic
and Financial Assistance Program (May 2011 - June 2014), agreed between the
Portuguese authorities, the European Union and the International Monetary Fund.2
In this section, we describe the legislative measures underlying such wage changes
and provide a brief account of the context and rationale behind them. In an
Appendix, we present a chronology of the sequence of measures and respective
shocks.
In order to help understand what follows, we note that civil servants in Portugal
earn a monthly salary, comprising a base wage plus, for some workers, extra
allowances. In addition there are two annual bonuses («holiday» and «Christmas»)
equal to one monthly base wage each. Prior to the economic and financial crisis
these bonuses used to be paid in June and November. Some of the changes in
salaries we consider were enacted through special legislation, but most of them were
passed through the annual State Budgets. In normal circumstances, in Portugal the
State Budget is presented by government to the Parliament by mid-October and
the general approval takes place around early November. This was always the case
in the years from 2011 to 2014, in time for the Budget to come into force on
January 1, after the final approval of Parliament and enactment by the President
of the Republic.
The sequence of legislated changes starts with the cut of the monthly full wage
(i.e. base wage plus allowances) set out in the 2011 Budget and in force from the
beginning of the year, some months before the start of the Assistance Programme.
This pay-cut had a progressive nature, ranging from 0 to 10 percent, depending
on the wage earned. The 2011 Budget was not explicit about the possibility of a
reversal of the wage cut. This is likely to have been perceived as very persistent,
given the difficult circumstances of the Portuguese economy at the time. The

2. In the framework of the program, there were important tax shocks as well. This is not an issue
for our results, as long as there is no significant correlation on a monthly frequency (used in the
estimations) with the wage shocks being studied, which is plausible.
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Constitutional Court was called to evaluate this wage cut in September 2011
and decided to uphold it, considering that the measure would last while «fiscal
emergency» lasted.
The difficult situation of public finances led the new government (which took
office in June 2011) to pass a second wage cut in the 2012 Budget, suspending
or reducing the payment of the Holiday and Christmas bonuses for most workers
while the Assistance Programme lasted. This second cut was also progressive, but
the number of affected workers was larger. The Constitutional Court was called
to rule on the lawfulness of this measure and, in July 2012, decided that it was
unconstitutional, but the ruling would only take effect from the beginning of 2013.
This outcome came largely as a surprise at the time.
In order to cope with the Court’s last decision, government reinstated the
payment of one of the bonuses in full in the 2013 Budget, ruling further that
this was to be paid in 12-monthly instalments. The fact that government did not
incorporate fully the Court’s decision into the Budget raised controversy during its
discussion, and prompted the President of the Republic to request an assessment
by the Constitutional Court of the relevant provisions immediately after the budget
came into force.3 The response came in April 2013 when the Court decided that
Government would have to reinstate the full amount of the second bonus as well.
Government implemented this last decision through legislation coming into force
in June 2013, by which the payment of the part of the bonus concerned by the
decision would take place in November (the part that had not been cut would be
paid in June as previously scheduled).
Following the Court’s decision of April 2013, the government prepared
legislation to enlarge the initial 2011 pay-cut (which was still in force), in order to
make up for the reinstatement of the bonuses to some extent. Such a legislation
was passed in the 2014 Budget, setting out more extensive cuts of the monthly full
wage. These were also progressive and ranged from 0 to 12 percent, taking as a
reference the initial 2010 wage (prior to the implementation of the 2011 cut). Such
cuts were in place from January to May 2014, date at which the Constitutional
Court announced its decision to overturn them (a decision possibly anticipated by
agents to a large extent). A short period followed in which wages went back to
the pre-2011 level, until government ruled the reintroduction of the original 2011
cut by a law passed in September 2014. The first bonus that had been paid in
12-monthly instalments was paid without any cut during this interim period, and
the second bonus was similarly paid without any reduction in June.
Against the background of the end of the Assistance Programme (June 2014),
government prepared in July 2014 legislation foreseeing the phasing out of the 2011
cut, which had been suspended and was to be re-introduced soon. According to
this legislation, 20 percent of the cut would be reversed from 1 January 2015 on,

3. In the two previous instances, the assessment by the Constitutional Court had been requested
by Members of Parliament of the opposition parties.
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while the reversal of the remaining part should occur over a period of up to four
years (i.e. up to 2018). The President of the Republic sought an assessment of the
Constitutional Court before it come into force. In August 2014 the Court ruled that
the full reversal should occur up to 2016, given the conclusion of the Assistance
Programme. The law, passed in September 2014, established the reversal of 1/5 of
the 2011 cut from 1 January 2015 on, but left open the way how further reversals
would occur. The 2015 State Budget did not include any further provisions in this
respect. Government suggested it would pay back only a further 1/5 of the cut
during 2016, if it won the coming elections.
A new government coming out of the October 2015 elections, supported
by different political forces, took office in November. At the end of December,
legislation was approved setting out the calendar for the full reinstatement of the
2011 cut, in the course of 2016. This was to occur cumulatively over the year, by
an extra 1/5 at the beginning of each quarter.
Two distinct periods stand out in this narrative. The first one starts with the
presentation of the 2011 Budget and extends approximately over the following two
years. It is dominated by the severity of the economic and financial crisis. The two
key negative wage shocks enacted in this context (the 2011 cut and the suspension
of bonuses in 2012) are likely to have been regarded as very persistent by agents.
The subsequent years saw a gradual improvement in the macroeconomic conditions
and in the prospects that Portugal would complete successfully the adjustment
programme by mid-2014. This allowed the reversal of the wage cuts, in a process
sped up by the decisions of the Constitutional Court. The negative shocks enacted
in these later years essentially replaced measures previously overturned by the Court
and as such agents most likely regarded them as temporary.

3. Wage data and computation of shocks
3.1. Wage data
Shocks were computed by simulating the successive legislated changes in salaries
with microdata from the 2005 Public Administration Census (Recenseamento Geral
da Administração Pública), for Central Government and Regional Government of
Madeira.4 In the case of Local Government, data from the 1999 Census were used,
as the 2005 Census had an incomplete coverage. The Censuses encompass detailed
information at the level of the worker including the base wage and extra allowances.
The salary of each worker was firstly projected to 2010 - to proxy the level when
the first cut was enacted - on the basis of the annual updates of the wage scale.
The procedure employed to compute the wage level in 2010 and, more generally,

4. Data for Azores Regional Government were not available and, for this reason, the municipalities
in Azores were altogether excluded from the exercise.
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the use of the wage distribution in 2010 to simulate the shocks throughout the full
period under consideration is reasonable given the freezing of career progression
(the other source of changes in wages) for most of the time from 2005 until the
years after the economic and financial crisis.5 Naturally there were also changes
in the composition of the public workforce, driven by retirement and hiring of
employees (dismissal of civil servants is only allowed in very special circumstances
in Portugal), but it is reasonable to assume that the distribution of public wages
within each municipality did not change substantially.
The data on private consumption and financial variables (see Section 4) are
available at the municipality level and therefore we must aggregate the individual
shocks to that level, prior to assessing impacts. We consider 289 municipalities,
given the exclusion of those of Azores. We scale shocks so that these represent the
change in total income of the municipality, as we are considering the impacts on the
respective total consumption. We take the private sector wage bill by municipality
from Quadros de Pessoal, also a worker level database. We do not have data with
the corresponding level of disaggregation for pensions and other sources of income.
We used the weights of household income components,6 to scale further the shock
to represent the change in total income of the municipality after a change in public
wages.
Although impacts are estimated by regressions at the municipality level, the
fact that shocks are calculated from microdata enables us to study heterogeneity
of impacts along the distribution of wages. We know the position occupied by the
affected workers in the wage distribution in the private and public sectors, and we
can assess the way such position interacts with the effects of the shocks. We also
investigate the existence of such an interaction with workers’ ages, another variable
available in our micro datasets.
3.2. Two approaches for the computation of shocks
On the basis of the narrative presented in Section 2, it is possible to derive more
than one shock series, depending on the assumptions made about the moment
agents reacted to the shocks, and the change in income they perceived the shock
to entail. The most straightforward approach is to assume that households only
reacted when wages actually changed, and by the respective change. Event studies
on the effect of taxes (Romer and Romer 2010; Cloyne 2013) follow this type
of approach as a benchmark. This is consistent with the empirical literature
(in particular, associated with natural tax experiments) which documents that

5. Career progression was suspended in August 2005 until new legislation was approved in the
course of 2008. However, due to delays in the coming into force of this new legislation, and the rules
themselves governing workers’ progression, relatively few employees managed to get advancements
until the freezing was re-introduced from January 2011 on and kept throughout the crisis.
6. Taken from the Household Expenditure Survey (Inquérito às despesas das famílias) 2010-2011,
at the NUT2 level. This is an aggregated geographical classification, with only 7 regions in total.
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households react to changes in disposable income, even in the case of richer
households, for whom liquidity constraints should be less binding. This payment
approach is the first followed in this paper. In the case of changes in the base
wage, the shock is just the change in the monthly wage received, recorded in the
month it took effect. The shocks at the worker level are then aggregated to the
municipality level. We have nevertheless a difficulty in the case of changes affecting
the Christmas and holiday bonuses, which are intermittent payments occurring in
two specific months of the year.7 A strict application of the payment approach
is unfeasible in this case, as it would require to record a shock in the month
the bonus was paid and to cancel it out in the following month, and proceed
with such a recording in the subsequent years (given the non-transitory nature of
the shock). We assume, as an alternative, some degree of smoothing, i.e. that
employees received this income uniformly over the twelve-month period starting in
the month the bonus was paid. The shock is 1/12 of the change in the yearly bonus,
recorded in the month the measure took effect, namely the month the bonus was
paid. Furthermore this procedure is consistent with the seasonal adjustment of the
consumption data we use.
We compute an alternative shock series following an announcement approach.
Agents without liquidity constraints may have modified their behaviour once they
learned about the coming changes in wages, even before these impacted actual
payments. If this was the case, it is also likely that agents took into account the
full impact of the measure on the salary (considering the base wage and bonuses),
and disregarded the precise timing of implementation of the measure, and their
short-term impacts. A practical difficulty arising in this approach is to ascertain
the time of the «credible announcement» of the legislated measure. We chose to
date the shocks to the time of approval of the respective legislation,8 except - as
explained below - where anticipation to a prior date was possible on the basis of
Constitutional Court decisions. For example, the partial suspension of the Christmas
and holiday bonuses is assigned for the full amount to January 2012, the date of
approval, instead of June and November in the payment approach. The December
2015 measure reinstating the pre-2011 wages is recorded taking as a reference the
final amount, while in the payment approach the recording follows the gradual pace
of the reinstatement.
As said, in the announcement approach we allow anticipation of the measures
prompted by previous decisions of the Constitutional Court which implied a
reasonably clear course of action by government. In this instance, the shocks are
dated to the moment of the decision. This is the case of the obligation to re-instate
the second bonus, in April 2013, and of the overturn of the 2014 wage cut, in May
of that year. In contrast, we do not allow anticipation of government measures

7. As described above, this characteristic changed to a certain extent as part of the legislated
changes we are studying.
8. Approximated by the publication date; when publication occurs until the mid of the month, the
shock is allocated to that month, otherwise it is allocated to the following one.
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preceded by Constitutional Court decisions for which there was uncertainty about
how and when government would implement them. Examples of the latter are
the Court decisions, respectively, of July 2012 overturning the cut in Christmas
and holiday bonuses, and of August 2014 recommending the reinstatement of the
pre-2011 wage level.

2010m1 2011m1 2012m1 2013m1 2014m1 2015m1 2016m1 2017m1

(a) Payment approach

2010m1 2011m1 2012m1 2013m1 2014m1 2015m1 2016m1 2017m1

(b) Announcement approach

Figure 1: Evolution of monthly individual wages, as driven by shocks in each approach
Note: Wages in the payment approach refer to the amounts actually paid, the bonuses being
allocated by 1/12th over the twelve-month period starting in the month of payment. Wages in
the announcement approach refer to the «mensualised» yearly wage (including bonuses) that each
measure entailed.

We end this section by presenting the evolution of wages as driven by the
shocks in the two approaches (Figure 1). The progressive nature of the wage cuts
is evident: wages below 1000 euros were hardly affected, while wages around 5000
euros had cuts reaching 20% at their maximum extent. Besides the precise timing
of the shocks, the profile of wages as driven by the shocks in each approach also
differs. In particular, the temporary return of wages to the pre-2011 level, after the
Constitutional Court rejected the 2014 wage cut, does not give rise to shocks under
the announcement approach. Moreover, in the latter approach, the full reversal of
the initial cut was concluded in just one step in January 2016, while in the payment
approach this reversal extended further in time, reflecting its gradual nature.
3.3. The shock series
Figure 2 presents the shocks after aggregation to the municipality level. In an
Appendix, we provide details about the timing and amount of each shock in the
two approaches. There is considerable heterogeneity across municipalities. Several
shocks range from close to zero to up to two percent of the overall municipality
income, and the largest ones reach a maximum over four percent. Such a sectional
variability in the size of shocks across municipalities is important, because it is the
basis to estimate their effects.
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(b) Announcement approach

Figure 2: Shocks across municipalities (as a percentage of municipality income)
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As described above, all wage cuts enacted in the period were progressive,
affecting disproportionally civil servants across their wage distribution. Considering
the distribution of private and public salaries, the cuts become even more
progressive as public employees tend to earn more than their private sector
counterparts (chiefly reflecting higher educational attainment). For instance, in
2010, the median salary in public administration was 77 percent above that in the
private sector.
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(a) Rank, percentiles 1 25 50 75 and 99

2017m1
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(b) Rank, mean across municipalities

Figure 3: Wage rank of the workers affected by the shocks, payment approach
Note: The wage rank is computed taking as a reference all workers in the public and private sectors,
and normalized to the interval (0,1).

Figure 3 intends to illustrate the progressivity of shocks, which affected only
average-to-high income workers. For instance, only the workers in the upper quintile
of the private-public wage distribution had their wage reduced by the 2011 cut,
while the partial suspension of the Christmas and holiday bonus in 2012 affected
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the workers in the three upper quintiles (Panel (a)). There is nevertheless some
variation across municipalities in the position of the concerned workers in wage
distribution, as Panel (b) illustrates for the mean. We take advantage of such a
variation to study the interaction between the wage level and the impact of the
shocks.

4. Data on consumption and financial variables
Household consumption is approximated by cash withdrawals at automated teller
machines (ATM) and payments at point of sale terminals (POS) by municipality,
on a monthly basis (source: SIBS - Sociedade Interbancária de Serviços).9 Such
withdrawals and payments capture around 60 percent of purchases of non-durable
goods plus durables excluding cars (cars are typically paid in a different way).
The series of card withdrawals and payments enters the regressions in
first differences of logarithms, approximating percentage changes. In terms of
percentage changes, the national total of card transactions has a correlation with
private consumption in quarterly National Accounts over 90 percent for year-onyear rates, and close to 70 per cent for chain rates (this holds both for total and
non-durable consumption). Figure 4 shows the evolution of the quarterly year-onyear rates of change.
Besides analysing the effects on consumption we study the impact of the
wage shocks on household financial variables, namely deposits and consumer credit
(source: Banco de Portugal). These data are also available by municipality, on a
monthly basis. All data - non-financial and financial - were adjusted for seasonality
and working day effects using the X13-ARIMA procedure, and deflated using the
Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices.

5. Econometric methodology
A key issue one needs to address is the exogeneity of the shocks. Changes in
public wages responded to the situation of public finances, which were themselves
impacted by the overall macroeconomic situation of the country. Such an indirect
link to macroeconomic developments can be primarily controlled for by the inclusion
of time fixed-effects. The precise shape (e.g. size) of the shock in each municipality
is, however, also mediated by the characteristics of the municipality. For example,
progressive shocks tend to be larger for richer municipalities whose consumption
may also have behaved differently in comparison to poorer ones during the crisis.
Municipality fixed-effects control for the respective characteristics that may impact

9. Only transactions made with domestic cards were considered, given that it is intended to
estimate the response of consumption of residents. The payments made through online banking
were not included, because their breakdown by municipality is not available.
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Figure 4: Private consumption and card withdrawals and payments (year-on-year changes
in volume)

consumption and be correlated with the shocks, at the same time. In addition, we
control for the local trajectory of consumption through the inclusion of lags of card
withdrawals and payments, in order to hold fixed any factors varying across time
and space which affect consumption and may be correlated with the shocks at the
municipality level. Finally we control for the lags of the shock itself and the change
in the number of ATM and POS by municipality.
Our econometric specification is an application to a dynamic panel setting of
the specifications used by previous authors to assess the impact on consumption
of income changes, such as Souleles et al. (2006) and Misra and Surico (2014). In
this specification, changes in consumption are modelled as a function of the shock
and additional controls, including time and individual effects. Moreover, we follow
a local projection-type specification (Óscar Jordà 2005), which has been used in
many recent works for the computation of impulse-responses.10
The responses of private consumption to changes in income, as a result of
changes in public wages, are thus estimated by a series of regressions, for horizons
(i.e. months ahead) h = 0, 1, ..., H
lnci,t+h − lnci,t−1 = αih + γth + β h ∆Wi,t + ϕh (L)Ctrli,t−1 + ei,t+h ,
where i indexes municipalities, t indexes time, ϕh (L) is a polynomial in the lag
operator of order 11. lnc is the log of card withdrawals and payments, which proxy
consumption, and ∆W are the wage shocks. Ctrl is a vector including ∆lnci,t−1 ,
∆Wi,t−1 and the first lag of the change in the number of ATM and POS by
municipality.

10. See Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2013), Leduc and Wilson. (2013), Romer and Romer
(2017), Ramey and Zubairy (2018) and Fieldhouse et al. (2017), to mention just a few.
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Given that our shock is arguably exogenous conditional on the controls included,
we are in a position to use a standard fixed-effects estimator. Standard errors are
computed by the Driscoll and Kraay (1998) method, which is robust to the presence
of broad patterns of correlation in the residual variables, notably across time and
municipalities. The regressions are weighted by the weight of the municipality public
and private wage bill in the national total.
The regressions above yield the percentage response of consumption h months
ahead to a 1 percent change in income, driven by a change in the public wage bill.
We report the ratio of the cumulative percentage response of consumption
to the
1 PH
h
cumulative income response, up to a given horizon, computed as H+1
h=0 β̂ ,
with H = 0, 3, 6, 12, 18 (note that income increases by 1% on impact and remains
constant throughout the full horizon). This may also be viewed as average
cumulative change in the path of consumption. The analysis of average cumulative
responses is convenient for the presentation of marginal propensities to consume
(MPCs)11 at which we will be looking, and has also the advantage that it smooths
out the noise in the responses stemming from the high - monthly - frequency of
the data used.
We compute the impact of income shocks on the changes in household deposits
and consumer debt on the basis of regressions similar to the ones above, but
now considering as the dependent variable the change in the log of the respective
stocks between t − 1 and t + h. For these financial variables, as we are interested
in the average cumulative responses of the first differences (not of the levels),12
the coefficients of the shock taken from the regressions need not be cumulated.
The figures reported in the tables are these coefficients, β̂ h , divided by h + 1 to
normalize by the response of income, as before.
We also study the impact of negative and positive shocks, and modify
the specification above accordingly, including in the same regression the
contemporaneous values and lags of both kinds of shocks. Moreover, we study
the interaction of the shock with variables such as the means by municipality of
the position in the overall wage distribution and of the age of the affected workers.
This is done on the basis of specifications (in the case of consumption) of the type
lnci,t+h − lnci,t−1 = αih + γth + β h ∆Wi,t + δ h Zi,t + θh ∆Wi,t Zi,t + ϕh (L)Ctrli,t−1 + ei,t+h ,
where Z is each one of the interaction variables, and controls now include the lags
of the interactions of the shock, in addition to the other variables. In this instance,
the estimates reported in the tables refer to the overall marginal effect of the shock,
including the interaction term.

11. In the analogous context of the presentation of fiscal multipliers, several authors such as
Ramey (2016), have argued for the presentation of impulse-response functions as the ratio between
the cumulative changes in the response-variable and the shock-variable.
12. Given the accounting identity between consumption, income and changes in household assets
and liabilities.
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6. Response of private consumption
6.1. Payment approach
In the payment approach, shocks span between January 2011 and June 2017.13
The data used in the local projection regressions start in 2010:1 (but the first year
is lost in first-differencing) and end in 2018:12, given that we compute impulseresponses for up to 18 months ahead. Furthermore, we split the sample into the
period up to 2012 and the subsequent years, in line with the two main periods that
emerge from the narrative presented in Section 2.

Months

All

Full
sample
Neg.

0

0.18*
0.10
0.24***
0.06
0.18***
0.07
0.14**
0.07
0.12*
0.06

0.16
0.23
0.26
0.20
0.24
0.22
0.23
0.14
0.26**
0.13

3
6
12
18

Pos.
0.17
0.10
0.24***
0.07
0.17***
0.05
0.1
0.07
0.04
0.06

Sample
2011-12
Neg.
Pos.
0.83***
0.19
0.71***
0.13
0.57***
0.16
0.52***
0.17
0.38**
0.18

Sample
2013-17
Neg.
Pos.
0.12
0.31
0.15
0.23
0.35
0.24
0.39
0.26
0.36
0.24

0.18***
0.07
0.26***
0.05
0.18***
0.05
0.06
0.07
-0.06
0.07

Table 1. Average cumulative response of consumption to a shock to public wages, payment
approach
Note: Ratio of percentage cumulative consumption response to cumulative income change, up to
the given month, following a shock to public wages equal to one percent of household income.

Table 1 presents the impact of wage shocks - equal to one percent of household
income - on consumption for the payment approach, also considering separately
negative and positive shocks. The estimated impacts - where statistically significant
- have the conventional positive sign: negative wage shocks decrease consumption,
while positive shocks increase it. It is also apparent that the impacts for the full
sample, and considering the shocks as a whole, reflect quite different estimates for
the two subsamples considered and separating positive and negative shocks.
In order to compute MPCs, we scale the figures in the table by the ratio - equal
to 0.83 - of average consumption to average income of Portuguese households in

13. The phasing out of the 2011 cut was completed in October 2016, but this impacted the
second bonus to be paid in the following year only in June, corresponding to the final shock in this
approach.
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euro.14 In the period 2011-2012 there are negative shocks only. The responses to
them are clearly significant, with the average cumulative MPC estimates standing at
69 cents on impact, 47 cents after six months and 31 cents after eighteen months.
In contrast, negative shocks in the years 2013-2017 produce no impact. Positive
wage changes trigger an increase in consumption in this latter subsample, but
such an increase is significant only up to six months and of a smaller magnitude,
the average response remaining around 15 to 20 cents, per euro of change in
income. In order to put these figures into perspective, simulations of a life cycle
model with constant risk aversion came out with MPCs out of permanent shocks
of 0.77 and 0.93, respectively, depending on whether agents could borrow or not.
The corresponding figures for transitory shocks were 0.05 and 0.18 (Jappelli and
Pistaferri 2010).
The absence of a response to the wage cuts in 2013-2017 suggests that
the affected households (mostly belonging to the upper brackets of the wage
distribution) may have regarded them as transitory and smoothed them out.
Specifically, agents could be expecting from the start the Constitutional Court
to overturn the 2014 wage cut. Similarly the lifting of the original 2011 wage cut
in the months following that same Court decision was known in advance to be
temporary and could have been disregarded by agents, along with the negative
shock associated with the ensuing reintroduction. This contrasts with the cuts in
the initial years that agents are likely to have regarded as long-lasting.
A second piece of evidence following from Table 1 is the more pronounced
impact of negative shocks in the period 2011-2012 vis-a-vis that of positive shocks
in the subsequent years. This is in line with previous work separating out the impacts
of income declines and increases which has often found a stronger impact of the
former. For instance, Bunn et al. (2018), on the basis of questions included in a
household survey for the UK, reported MPCs of 64 and 14 pence per pound of
change in income, over an annual horizon, respectively, for negative and positive
shocks. In the same vein, Sahm et al. (2015) found that a sizeable segment of
households in the US used the 2011 payroll tax cut mostly to rebuild their balance
sheets (rather than spend more) and then, when the payroll tax cut expired in
2013, reacted by spending less (rather than drawing down their balance sheets).
In our context such an evidence could square with agents’ becoming gradually
to expect the wage reinstatements that occurred in the post 2013 period,15 which
could have diluted in time their reaction. An explanation not backed by the data

14. Figures taken from the Household Expenditure Survey (Inquérito às despesas das famílias)
2010-2011. We considered all consumption classes, except car purchases and imputed rents,
to approximate the type of purchases normally made with cards (see Section 4), and took all
households. We could have as well taken only the households in the upper income brackets, say,
in the three upper quintiles, to which affected workers mostly belong. As it turns out, the ratio of
averages for the households in these quintiles is almost identical to the overall ratio.
15. Given the improvement in the macroeconomic situation and the stance taken by the
Constitutional Court, from the time it decided to overturn the cut in the bonuses.
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is the payment approach failing to capture adequately the reinstatement of the
2011 cut from January 2016 on - the main shock in the second subsample - to
the extent this is recorded as a sequence of smaller shocks. Indeed, the asymmetry
continues to hold for the announcement approach (see the next section), in which
this reinstatement is lumped in one large shock.

6.2. Announcement approach

We now analyse the impact on consumption for the announcement approach,
in which shocks are dated according to the time of approval of legislation and
evaluated for the full change in wages entailed by the measure. In this approach
shocks span between January 2011 and January 2016.

Months

All

Full
sample
Neg.

0

0.26***
0.07
0.16**
0.07
0.13**
0.06
0.16**
0.07
0.16**
0.07

0.24**
0.11
0.02
0.10
0.05
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.15
0.10

3
6
12
18

Pos.
0.29
0.20
0.48**
0.20
0.39**
0.19
0.33*
0.18
0.22
0.17

Sample
2011:1 - 2012:12
Neg.
Pos.

Sample
2013:1-2017:6
Neg.
Pos.

0.93***
0.24
0.92***
0.24
0.87***
0.27
0.73***
0.21
0.61**
0.27

0.17
0.45
-0.09
0.32
-0.01
0.28
0.41
0.29
0.73**
0.29

0.51**
0.24
0.62**
0.28
0.38
0.26
0.28
0.23
-0.06
0.22

Table 2. Average cumulative response of consumption to a shock to public wages,
announcement approach
Note: Ratio of percentage cumulative consumption response to cumulative income change, up to
the given month, following a shock to public wages equal to one percent of household income.

The results for the announcement approach (Table 2) are generally much in
line with those in the preceding section. Responses to negative shocks in the
first subsample are statistically significant throughout the full horizon. The point
estimates are slightly stronger and the response more persistent than in the payment
approach. The average cumulative MPC estimates now stands at 77 cents on
impact, 61 cents after six months and 51 cents after eighteen months. Nevertheless,
the point estimates in both approaches, for a given horizon, are in statistical terms
not different. Therefore, the evidence points to the existence of a response at the
time of announcement, although this does not preclude a reaction at the time of
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payment, as estimated in the previous section.16 Indeed, there might have been
some differentiation in the behaviour of agents in this respect. Below we show
evidence that workers at the upper wage cohorts reacted essentially at the time of
announcement, while workers at the lower cohorts reacted at both dates.
In the period 2013-2017 responses are non-significant for negative shocks, as in
the payment approach. It is worth noting that there is now just one such shock (see
Figure 2b), the 2014 wage cut which, as argued above, agents may have disregarded
as temporary. As far as positive shocks are concerned, responses are slightly stronger
but shorter-lived than in the payment approach. These are significant on impact
and up to three months only (the average cumulative MPC standing, respectively,
at 42 and 51 cents). The asymmetry between a stronger impact of negative shocks
in 2011-2012 vis-a-vis that of positive shocks in the subsequent years continues to
hold. Among positive shocks, only the ones reinstating the pre-2011 level had a
permanent nature. In contrast, the reversion of the 2014 cut, which was in place
only for a few months, may have been regarded as temporary from the beginning by
households. Nevertheless, after that exclusion of the latter shock, the strength of
the response remained approximately unchanged, suggesting that the asymmetry
is not driven by the permanent vs. transitory nature of shocks.

7. Heterogeneity in the response of consumption
7.1. Heterogeneity across the wage distribution
Table 3 shows the impacts of wage shocks on consumption in the payment
approach, for the model interacting the shocks with the mean rank in the wage
distribution of the concerned workers, by municipality.17 As shown in Figure 3b,
the mean rank - normalized to the interval (0,1) - lies above 0.6 for most shocks.
We present results for interaction with the values 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, which comprise
most of the distribution of that mean rank across shocks (percentiles 15 to 90). The
estimates shown are the overall marginal effect of the shocks when the interaction
variable takes on the indicated values.
In the period 2011-2012, the average cumulative impacts (where statistically
significant) go down, in absolute terms, as affected workers move up the wage
distribution. Such a pattern becomes even more evident, converting the percentage
responses in the table into euro-for-euro impacts on the basis of differentiated

16. A way to investigate this issue is to include both shocks in the same regression, but the
evidence is not clear-cut. Considering the full sample and the overall shock, to have more degrees of
freedom given that the two series partly overlap, only the time of payment shocks appear significant;
if we confine the estimation to the years 2011-2012, then only the shocks in the announcement
approach appear significant.
17. One could as well have considered the interaction with the median almost without changing
the results, because the correlation between mean and median is around 0.95.
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Mt.

Sample 2011-12
Negative shocks

Sample 2013-17
Negative shocks
Positive shocks

Rk.

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0

1.06***
0.27
0.97***
0.20
0.94***
0.21
0.89***
0.08
0.84***
0.08

0.95***
0.25
0.66***
0.12
0.44***
0.14
0.4**
0.16
0.25
0.16

0.84*
0.45
0.35
0.21
-0.07
0.25
-0.09
0.33
-0.33
0.32

0.17
0.56
0.09
0.43
0.63*
0.36
0.48
0.34
0.45
0.38

-0.06
0.37
-0.12
0.22
0.15
0.22
0.11
0.25
0.1
0.25

-0.29
0.73
-0.33
0.52
-0.32
0.51
-0.25
0.57
-0.26
0.63

0.29***
0.10
0.23***
0.06
0.17***
0.05
0.06
0.08
-0.02
0.08

0.01
0.27
0.18
0.13
0.12
0.13
-0.07
0.14
-0.14
0.15

-0.27
0.53
0.14
0.27
0.07
0.26
-0.21
0.30
-0.26
0.32

3
6
12
18

Table 3. Average cumulative response of consumption to a shock to public wages, by the
rank of workers in the wage distribution (payment approach)
Note: Ratio of percentage cumulative consumption response to cumulative income change, up to
the given month, following a shock to public wages equal to one percent of household income.
Responses are calculated at the given values of the mean by municipality of ranks in the wage
distribution of workers affected by shocks. The rank is calculated by reference to the overall public
and private wage distribution in Portugal in 2010.

ratios of average consumption to average income, which tend to be lower at
the upper income brackets.18 Negative shocks in 2011-2012 trigger a decrease
in consumption of 94 cents per euro of change in income, on impact, when the
mean rank is 0.7. Over time, the average effect weakens somewhat, to 78 cents
after one year and further to 73 cents half a year later, but it remains statistically
significant throughout. When the mean rank is 0.8, the MPC is 73 cents on impact
and it remains statistically significant up to one year (31 cents, on average) only.
Evaluating the mean rank at 0.9, the response of consumption becomes just barely
significant on impact (56 cents).
Table 4 shows heterogeneity in consumption responses for the announcement
approach. The average impacts of the large negative shocks in the years 2011-2012
are statistically significant across all the interaction values of the mean rank of the
affected workers by municipality - albeit at the 10 percent level only for shorter
horizons, when the mean rank is 0.9. In this case, the MPCs range between 37
cents, on impact, to 69 cents, eighteen months out, on average (a decreasing trend
being absent over the horizon considered). The fact that there is now a significant
response, in contrast to the payment approach, indicates that a reaction at time of

18. Specifically, we now consider the average propensities to consume within percentiles 60 to 80,
70 to 90 and 80 to 100 of the income distribution, respectively equal to 0.88, 0.77 and 0.66 (figures
computed on the basis of the Household Expenditure Survey).
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announcement was more prevalent among the higher-income workers. It is however
noteworthy that responses are likewise significant and quite sizeable for the lowerincome workers. The MPCs stand at around 2.5 euros, on impact, remaining at 1
euro and 20 cents, on average, after one year and half. These point estimates are
very large in absolute terms and much larger than those for the payment approach,
but should be seen with caution given that values of the mean rank lower than 0.80
are not represented in the sample for all shocks (in particular, not for the 2011 cut).
Moreover, the uncertainty surrounding the estimates is large as well, so that the two
standard-errors interval around the point estimates intersect in both approaches.
Nevertheless, such results could also hint at the possibility that the relatively less
well-off households felt the large initial negative shocks in a particularly strong
manner.
Mt.

Sample 2011-12
Negative shocks

Sample 2013 - 17
Negative shocks
Positive shocks

Rk.

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0

2.86***
0.71
1.68***
0.27
1.53***
0.31
1.41**
0.56
1.4***
0.51

1.71***
0.40
1.15***
0.24
1.13***
0.18
1.14***
0.21
1.23***
0.19

0.55*
0.28
0.62*
0.32
0.73***
0.26
0.86***
0.24
1.05***
0.26

-0.2
0.66
-0.13
0.43
0.3
0.38
0.69*
0.40
1.16***
0.43

0.85*
0.50
-0.17
0.36
-0.44
0.30
-0.17
0.32
0.52*
0.31

1.9
1.30
-0.22
0.91
-1.18*
0.63
-1.03
0.69
-0.12
0.70

0.95
0.64
1.44***
0.36
0.96***
0.37
0.74*
0.41
0.06
0.41

0.63*
0.35
0.82***
0.23
0.47**
0.23
0.31
0.24
-0.19
0.24

0.31
0.22
0.19
0.18
-0.03
0.26
-0.11
0.34
-0.44
0.42

3
6
12
18

Table 4. Average cumulative response of consumption to a shock to public wages, by the
rank of workers in the wage distribution (announcement approach)
Note: Ratio of percentage cumulative consumption response to cumulative income change, up to
the given month, following a shock to public wages equal to one percent of household income.
Responses are calculated at the given values of the mean by municipality of ranks in the wage
distribution of workers affected by shocks. The rank is calculated by reference to the overall public
and private wage distribution in Portugal in 2010.

A decreasing profile of MPCs as one moves up the wage distribution is the one to
expect on the assumption that workers in the upper income brackets should be more
able to smooth out consumption. Several previous contributions came to analogous
profiles of MPCs across income or wealth levels. For instance, Souleles et al. (2006)
show that low-income or low-liquid-wealth households consumed a larger proportion
of the 2001 tax rebate in the US, and Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014) document a
negative correlation between MPC out of an income windfall and cash-on-hand19 for
19.

Defined as the sum of disposable income and financial wealth net of consumer debt.
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Italian households. This literature has often ascribed such an evidence to variation in
liquidity constraints and/or in financial wealth. The liquidity constraints hypothesis
is less appealing in our case, as all groups of household were able to smooth out the
negative shocks in the second subsample (see below). Nevertheless, other factors
such as differentiated income risk perceptions or precautionary behaviour could
have been at play.
In the years 2013-2017, negative shocks have no impact on consumption,
paralleling the results in last section. The absence of an impact holds even
for relatively lower-income workers, playing down the importance of liquidity
constraints even for this group (presumably shocks would have to have an impact
further down the wage distribution to produce a response of consumption).20
The impact of positive shocks in the later years is suggestive of a negative
relationship between the MPCs and the rank in the income distribution, as for
negative shocks in 2011-2012. However, even for the announcement approach,
responses are significant only for the mean ranks of 0.7 and 0.8 and up to the sixmonth horizon (the average MPCs being, respectively, 85 and 36 cents). The fact
that impacts are non-significant further up the wage distribution could indicate a
stronger anticipation of wage reinstatements there.
7.2. Heterogeneity across age of workers
We now turn to the impacts on consumption when shocks are interacted with the
mean age of the workers affected by the shock. Table 5 presents the interactions
with mean age equal to 41, 43 and 45, values which range approximately from
percentile 10 to 90 of the variable.
In spite of the limited variability of mean age of the affected workers across
municipalities, point estimates indicate a decreasing pattern of MPCs with age,
both for negative shocks in 2011-2012 and for positive ones in 2013-2017. In the
second subsample, this profile is more marked for the announcement approach. An
issue that may be raised is to what extent the positive correlation between income
and age of workers accounts for this result, given the similar pattern of decrease
in the MPCs as income goes up, documented in the previous section. Correlation
between income and age across shocks is indeed positive but not large - around
30 percent. Nevertheless, in order to control for it, we also estimated a model
interacting the shocks with both variables, income and age, and the decreasing
profile of MPC with age still mostly holds.21
A stability of the MPC by age is to be expected when agents are still far
from retirement (Christelis et al. 2019). In this vein, Souleles et al. (2006) report
that MPCs out of the 2011 tax rebates in the US remain essentially unchanged

20. The MPC evaluated at a mean rank of 0.6 (not shown), a value already at the bottom of the
distribution in our data, still indicates no effect.
21. The exception being for the payment approach in the second subsample, where the estimates
are not statistically significant any more.
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Mt.

Age

Sample 2011-12
Negative shocks
41

43

Sample 2013 - 17
Negative shocks
Positive shocks
45

41

43

45

41

43

45

0.35
0.26
0.16
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.16
0.19
0.09
0.20

0.14
0.12
0.21*
0.12
0.15
0.11
0.06
0.16
-0.04
0.17

0.18***
0.06
0.25***
0.05
0.17***
0.05
0.05
0.07
-0.07
0.08

0.23*
0.12
0.29***
0.08
0.18**
0.08
0.04
0.08
-0.09
0.10

1.29**
0.59
1.01***
0.36
1.02***
0.27
1.22***
0.21
1.19***
0.26

0.86**
0.35
0.74**
0.30
0.59**
0.24
0.61***
0.20
0.4**
0.20

0.44
0.29
0.46
0.32
0.16
0.29
0
0.28
-0.4
0.30

Payment approach
0
3
6
12
18

1.26***
0.18
0.95***
0.15
0.92***
0.16
0.6**
0.25
0.38*
0.23

0.98***
0.16
0.76***
0.13
0.66***
0.16
0.51**
0.20
0.35*
0.20

0.7***
0.18
0.57***
0.13
0.4**
0.18
0.42*
0.22
0.33
0.24

-0.28
0.70
0.11
0.49
0.65
0.43
0.7**
0.36
0.86***
0.33

0.04
0.38
0.14
0.28
0.42*
0.25
0.43**
0.22
0.48**
0.20

Announcement approach
0
3
6
12
18

1.69***
0.22
1.1***
0.17
1.06***
0.16
1.2***
0.20
1.05***
0.19

1.19***
0.17
0.83***
0.17
0.75***
0.16
0.78***
0.16
0.66***
0.15

0.68***
0.16
0.55***
0.19
0.44**
0.19
0.35**
0.18
0.26
0.19

-0.9
0.63
-0.63***
0.23
-0.27
0.25
0
0.38
0.14
0.42

-0.1
0.39
-0.26
0.21
-0.18
0.21
0.18
0.26
0.46*
0.27

0.7
0.49
0.11
0.36
-0.08
0.28
0.36
0.26
0.78**
0.36

Table 5. Average cumulative response of consumption to a shock to public wages, by mean
age of workers
Note: Ratio of percentage cumulative consumption response to cumulative income change, up to
the given month, following a shock to public wages equal to one percent of household income.
Responses are calculated at the given values of mean age of the affected workers by municipality.

across ages. Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014) documented a decreasing pattern of
MPC out an income windfall with age, but mainly for persons at retirement. Our
results, however, suggest a greater ability to smooth out consumption for elderly
households in their active years. This could be due, for instance, to larger holdings
of wealth (after controlling for income).

8. Responses of financial variables
Table 6 shows the average cumulative responses of the change in deposits and in
consumer debt, in percentage points in the payment approach. These responses
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may be transformed into euro-for-euro impacts, similarly to the calculations of
MPCs, by scaling them by the ratio of each financial variable (stock) to income.22
Mt.

Rk.

Sample 2011-12
Negative shocks
0.7

0.8

Sample 2013-17
Negative shocks
Positive shocks
0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.76
0.87
0.24
0.26
-0.31
0.23
-0.5***
0.15
-0.27***
0.10

-0.02
0.09
0.07
0.05
-0.02
0.05
0
0.05
0.01
0.03

-0.49***
0.15
-0.1
0.07
-0.16***
0.05
-0.08
0.05
-0.02
0.05

-0.96***
0.25
-0.27*
0.16
-0.3**
0.15
-0.15
0.14
-0.05
0.11

-0.01
0.04
-0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
-0.03
0.02
-0.03
0.02

-0.26***
0.10
-0.08*
0.04
-0.04
0.04
-0.02
0.03
-0.03
0.02

-0.52**
0.20
-0.14*
0.08
-0.09
0.08
-0.01
0.06
-0.02
0.04

Change in deposits
0
3
6
12
18

0.67***
0.12
0.22***
0.07
0.15**
0.06
0.11**
0.05
0.11***
0.04

0.73***
0.13
0.12
0.08
-0.01
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.01
0.05

0.79***
0.17
0.02
0.11
-0.16
0.10
-0.08
0.12
-0.08
0.08

0.7
0.59
0.9***
0.29
0.63**
0.25
0.54***
0.15
0.39***
0.12

0.73
0.51
0.57***
0.12
0.16*
0.08
0.02
0.09
0.06
0.07

Change in consumer debt
0
3
6
12
18

0.1
0.13
0.2***
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05**
0.03
0.03**
0.01

0.32***
0.06
0.2***
0.03
0.08***
0.01
0.02*
0.01
0.02**
0.01

0.54***
0.11
0.2***
0.07
0.11***
0.04
-0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

-0.44
0.28
-0.17
0.19
0.15
0.11
0.1
0.10
0.13
0.09

0
0.24
-0.18*
0.09
0.1
0.09
-0.07
0.08
-0.03
0.08

0.44
0.41
-0.18
0.24
0.05
0.20
-0.24
0.16
-0.19
0.13

Table 6. Average cumulative response of financial variables to a shock to public wages, by
the rank of workers in the wage distribution (payment approach)
Note: Ratio of cumulative response of the change in deposits or consumer debt in percentage points
to percentage cumulative income change, up to the given month, following a shock to public wages
equal to one percent of household income. Responses are calculated at the given values of the
mean by municipality of ranks in the wage distribution of workers affected by shocks. The rank is
calculated by reference to the overall public and private wage distribution in Portugal in 2010.

In the period 2011-2012, when the median rank is 0.7, the change in deposits
decreases by 47 cents per euro of reduction in income, on impact, by 15 cents three

22. This is done on the basis of information from the Household Finance and Consumption Survey
2013. Specifically, we consider the ratio of the mean stock to mean income within percentiles 60 to
80, 70 to 90 and 80 to 100 of the income distribution. Such ratios are, respectively, equal to 0.70,
0.63 and 0.58, in the case of deposits, and 0.11, 0.08 and 0.06, in the case of consumer debt.
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months out and by 8 cents eighteen months out, on average. This indicates that
the relatively less well-off households smoothed out consumption to some extent
by drawing deposits down.23
The responses for the workers further up the wage distribution are statistically
significant on impact only (smaller variation of deposits by 46 cents, per euro of
decrease in income). This does not fully match the hypothesis of an increased
use of deposits to finance consumption as one moves up the wage distribution, in
the wake of the initial negative income shocks, which one would expect from the
results above. However, we are not looking at the full balance sheet. It could be
that households in upper income cohorts were rather de-cumulating other types of
financial assets, more risky than deposits, as a response to the added uncertainty
of the period.
It is worth noting that irrespective of a reaction at the time of announcement
or at the time of payment, a smaller net accumulation of assets is always to
be expected when income actually falls, if there is consumption smoothing to
some extent. However, when the reaction occurs at the time of announcement,
households will cut consumption already when they learn about the future income
reduction, and assets will go up temporarily, while income remains unchanged. At
the time income actually falls, such an increase is more than fully reversed.24
In the period 2013-2017, a negative response of deposits to negative shocks is
consistently significant for the lower-income workers (smaller variation by 27 cents
eighteen months out, on average, per euro of decrease in income). This squares as in the years 2010-2011 - with some extent of consumption financing through a
reduction in deposits for this cohort. Again no similar result is observed for their
higher-income counterparts.
In the wake of positive shocks, deposits do not go up. Actually when the
mean rank is 0.8 and 0.9, the opposite occurs, albeit over a relative short horizon
(change in deposits decreasing, respectively, by 10 and 17 cents after six months,
on average). This suggests that positive income shocks may trigger a recomposition
of financial assets portfolio, away from deposits and towards more risky assets.
Consumer debt goes down after the shocks in 2011-2012, indicating that
this variable did not accommodate the income reduction, nor helped sustain
consumption, to any extent. This holds across the different segments of the
wage distribution that are being interacted with the shock, although the
persistence of responses differs a bit across them. Negative shocks appear to have
triggered debt repayment instead, possibly reflecting the enhanced restrictiveness

23. Note that such households are still relatively high in the overall wage distribution of the
country.
24. The response of deposits for the announcement approach in the period 2011-2012 - not
shown in order not to overburden the text, but available upon request - does not indicate, however,
a pattern of sign reversion. When the mean rank is 0.7, there is a larger change in deposits on
impact, as one would expect, but the responses for the remaining horizons are not significant. For
the higher-income workers, the responses are similar to the ones in the payment approach.
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of credit conditions during this period. Converting into euro-for-euro the respective
magnitudes are, however, rather small: for example, change in debt falls on average
by 2 cents or less after three months. The responses of consumer debt are generally
not significant in the post-2012 period, but there is evidence of a decrease after
positive shocks for shorter horizons, which continues to suggest debt repayment.

9. Conclusions
This paper focuses on the transmission of shocks to public wages to consumption
decisions in Portugal, taking advantage of the regional heterogeneity in the changes
in public wages in the context of the sovereign debt crisis. The MPC depends
on the nature and characteristics of the income shock. Our estimates point to
a strong and persistent consumption response to the large, unanticipated and
negative public wage shocks in 2011-2012. We estimate in this period MPCs of
0.7-0.8 on impact and 0.5-0.7 after one year. These results suggest that such
negative shocks, besides unanticipated, have been perceived as rather persistent.
Nevertheless, households smoothed to some extent their impact on consumption,
through a reduction of deposits. The financial constraints predominant in that
period, in the context of the financial and sovereign debt crisis, hampered the
smoothing of consumption through the credit mechanism. Indeed, these negative
shocks triggered a deleveraging by households.
From 2013 onwards, the consumption responses to wage shocks were less
strong, suggesting a more important role for consumption smoothing than in the
first period. In the case of negative changes in wages in this period, they appear to
have had no impact on consumption, giving rise instead to a decrease in deposits.
This suggest that agents perceived these changes as temporary, as they replaced
measures previously overturned by the Constitutional Court, and fully smoothed
their impact on consumption. The positive shocks in this later period include
particularly the wage increases corresponding to the gradual reversion of previous
wage cuts. Our estimates suggest that these shocks had a significant and positive
effect on consumption, but the magnitude and persistence is smaller compared to
the responses to negative shocks in the first period. This result may relate to the
anticipation of these measures as, at the time they were decided by government,
agents had already the expectation that all wage cuts would be reversed.
Interacting the effects with age and income (position in the wage distribution)
allows to explore the role of agents’ characteristics in MPC heterogeneity. In what
concerns income, in general the response of consumption is larger, the lower the
wages of those experiencing the shock. However, looking at the financial side,
the negative response of deposits is much more evident for the relatively lessoff households, which is surprising. The interpretation of the effects on financial
variables requires some caution, though, as their evolution - in particular that of
deposits - reflects not only income and consumption changes but also decisions
about the financial asset portfolio.
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Our approach is novel in the empirical analysis for Portugal. The results are
encouraging, suggesting that this framework based on regional heterogeneity can
be useful to shed some light on other macroecomic issues, as also shown by a
growing related literature for other countries.
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10. Appendix: Sequence of measures and respective shocks

Legal text

Date
timing

Lei 55-A/10
(2011 Budget)

31-Dec

Lei 64-B/11
(2012 Budget)

30-Dec

Ac. TC 353/12

05-Jul

Lei 66-B/12
(2013 Budget)

Payment approach
amount
P25
P50
P75

Jan 11
Jun 11*
Nov 11*

2011 wage cut
-0.71 -0.54
-0.06 -0.04
-0.06 -0.04

-0.41
-0.03
-0.03

Holiday and Christmas bonuses cut
Jun 12
-1.34 -1.07 -0.80
Nov 12
-1.42 -1.14 -0.85

Announcement approach
timing
amount
P25
P50
P75

Jan 11

-0.82

-0.63

-0.47

Jan 12

-2.67

-2.14

-1.60

1.22

1.52

0.85

1.14

1.42

-1.21

-0.98

-0.71

1.02

1.28

Overturn of holiday and Christmas bonuses cut
no shock

Reintroduction of full Christmas bonus and its payment in 12 installments
31-Dec
Jan 13
1.10
1.48
1.91
Jan 13
0.91
Obligation to reintroduce the full holiday bonus
Apr 13

Ac. TC 187/13

05-Apr

Lei 39/13

Reintroduction of full holiday bonus from November on
(End of 2012 Christmas bonus’ spreading over 12 months)
21-Jun
Nov 13
0.65
0.84
1.11

Lei 83-C/13
(2014 Budget)

Ac. TC 413/14

31-Dec

Jan 14

2014 wage cut
-1.12 -0.91

-0.66

Jan 14

Overturn of 2014 wage cut and temporary return of wages to 2010 level
30-May
Jun 14
2.07
2.74
3.46
Jun 14
0.75

Phasing out of 2011 wage cut: 1/5 by January 2015 and the remainder until 2018 (proposal)
Dec. AR 264/XII 25-Jul
Aug 14 0.10
0.13
0.17

Ac. TC 574/14

Lei 75/14

Obligation to complete the phasing out of 2011 wage cut until 2016
14-Aug
(no shock)

12-Sep

Reintroduction of 2011 wage cut
Sep 14
-0.72 -0.55 -0.42

(End of 2013 Christmas bonus’ spreading over 12 months)
Nov 14
-1.26 -1.01 -0.76

Lei 75/14

Lei 159-A/15

Reversal of 1/5 of 2011 wage cut (from January 2015 on)
12-Sep
Jan 15
0.09
0.12
0.16
Jun 15+ -0.05 -0.04 -0.03
Phasing out of the remainder of the 2011 wage cut
30-Dec
Jan 16
0.09
0.12
0.16
Jan 16
Apr 16
0.09
0.12
0.16
Jun 16*
0.01
0.02
0.02
Jul 16
0.09
0.12
0.16
Oct 16
0.09
0.12
0.16
Jun 17*
0.01
0.02
0.02

0.39

0.52

0.68

Table 7. Measures and shocks (measured as a percentage of municipality income)
Notes: Amounts are given at the percentiles 25, 50 and 75 across municipalities. *These shocks
refer to the impact on the bonuses. +This shock, referring to the impact on the second bonus, is
negative because in the previous year this bonus had been paid by reference to the wage without
any cut.
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